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Given three disjoint n-sets and the family of all weighted triplets that contain exactly one 
element of each set, the 3-index assignment (or 3-dimensional matching) problem asks for a 
minimum-weight subcollection of triplets that covers exactly (i.e., partitions) the union of the 

three sets. Unlike the common (tindex) assignment problem, the 3-index problem is NP- 
complete. In this paper we examine the facial structure of the 3-index assignment polytope (the 
convex hull of feasible solutions to the problem) with the aid of the intersection graph of the co- 
efficient matrix of the problem’s constraint set. In particular, we describe the cliques of the inter- 
section graph as belonging to three distinct classes, and show that cliques in two of the three 

classes induce inequalities that define facets of our polytope. Furthermore, we give an O(n4) 
procedure (note that the number of variables is n3) for finding a facet-defining clique-inequality 
violated by a given noninteger solution to the linear programming relaxation of the 3-index 
assignment problem, or showing that no such inequality exists. We then describe the odd holes 
of the intersection graph and identify two classes of facets associated with odd holes that are easy 
to generate. One class has coefficients of 0 or 1, the other class coefficients of 0, 1 or 2. No odd 
hole inequality has left-hand side coefficients greater than two. 

1. Introduction 

The (axial) three-index assignment problem, to be denoted AP3, also known as 
the three-dimensional matching problem, can be stated as foliows: given three dis- 
joint n-sets, I, J, and K, and a weight ciik associated with each ordered triplet 
(i, j, k) EIX Jx K, find a minimum-weight collection of n disjoint triplets (i, j, k) E 
Ix JX K. This problem is called axial to distinguish it from another three-index 
assignment problem, known as pfanar, in which one wants to find a minimum- 
weight collection of n2 triplets, forming n disjoint sets of n disjoint triplets. 

An alternative interpretation of AP3 is as follows. A graph is complete if all of 
its nodes are pairwise adjacent. A maximal complete subgraph of a graph is a clique. 
A graph is k-partite if its nodes can be partitioned into k subsets such that no two 
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nodes in the same subset are joined by an edge. It is complete k-partite, if every node 
is adjacent to all other nodes except those in its own subset. The complete k-partite 
graph with ni nodes in its ith part (subset) is denoted Kn,,n2,...,nr. 

Consider now the complete tri-partite graph K,,,. with node set R =IUJUK, 
/I/= JJI = IKI =n. Figure 1 shows Kn,,, for n=2 and n=3. Kn,n,n has 3n nodes and 
n3 cliques, all of which are triangles containing exactly one node from each of the 
three sets I, J and K. Let (i, j, k) denote the clique induced by the node set {i, j, k). 
If a weight ciik is associated with each clique (i,j, k), then AP3 is the problem of 
finding a minimum-weight exact clique cover of the nodes of Kn,n,n, where an exact 
clique cover is a set of cliques that partitions the node set R. 

AP3 can be stated as a O-l programming problem as follows: 

min C (cijk+: ic/, jEJ, kEK), 

s.t. c (xijk: jEJ, kEK)=l, ViEI, 

c (xijk: iEf, kEK)= 1, vjEJ, 

c (xijk: iez1, jEJ)=l, vkEK, 

X/$‘(Q 11% vi, j, k, 

where I, J and K are disjoint sets with III= IJI = IKI = n. The coefficient matrix of 
AP3 for the case n = 3 is: 

111111111 
111111111 

111111111 
11 1 1 1 1 111 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 1 1 .lll 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

We will denote by AP3, the (axial) 3-index assignment problem of order n (i.e., 
defined for n-sets), by A, the coefficient matrix of its constraint set in the above 
formulation, and by I,,, J,,, K, the 3 associated index sets. The row and column 
index sets of A, will be denoted by R, and S,, respectively. Clearly, lRnl = 
II,,I+IJnl+lKnl=3n and Sn=IlnIxIJnIxIK,~I=n3. 

In terms of Kn,n,,r, A, is the incidence matrix of nodes versus cliques (triangles): 
it has a row for every node and a column for every clique of Kn,n,n. 

As usual, the support of a (row or column) vector is understood to mean the index 
set of its nonzero components. Each element of S (that indexes a column of A, and 
a clique of Kn,n,n ) will also be used to denote the support of the given column of 
A, and the node set of the given clique (triangle) of K,,,. . Thus, if as has support 
(i, j,k) (i.e., if clique s of Kn,“,” has node set {i, j, k}), we will write s= (i, j, k) or 
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Fig. 1. 

aS=au’, meaning that column as has ones in positions iE1, Jo J and keK. 
AP3 is a close relative of the (axial) 3-dimensional transportation problem, in 

which the right-hand sides of the constraints can be any positive integers, the sets 
Z, J and K are not necessarily equal in size, and the integrality constraints are relax- 
ed. This is in turn a generalization of the well-known transportation problem, a 
special case of which is the simple assignment problem. 

The 3-dimensional transportation problem (TR3) in these and other formulations 
was first studied by Schell[20]. The literature on this prob!em includes the references 
[2,6,11,12,14-17,20-231. The original motivation for considering this model was a 
problem in the transportation of goods of several types from multiple sources to 
multiply destinations. Applications of AP3 mentioned in the literature include the 
following (Pierskalla 120,211). 

- In a rolling mill with 111 soaking pits (temperature stabilizing baths), schedule 
IKI ingots through the pits so as to minimize idle-time for the rolling mill (the next 
stage in the process). 

- Find a minimum cost schedule of a set of capital investments (e.g., warehouses 
or plants) in different locations at different times. 

- Assign troops to locations over time to maximize a measure of capability. 
- Launch a number of satellites in different directions at different altitudes to op- 

timize coverage or minimize cost. 
AP3 is known to be an NP-complete problem [13]. Obviously, AP3 is a special 

case of the set partitioning problem: 

max(cx: Bx=e, xE(0, 1i9}, (SW 

where B is a matrix of zeros and ones and e is a vector of ones. A close relative of 
(SPP) is the set packing problem (SP), obtained from (SPP) by replacing = with 5. 

For properties of (SPP) and (SP) see the survey [3]. 
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Let PI denote the convex hull of feasible solutions to AP3,, i.e., 

P,=conv{xE{O, 1)“‘: A,x=e}. 

Theorem 1.1. PI has (n!)’ vertices. 

Proof. Let Pi denote the polyhedron Pr for n = k. For n = 2, the statement is true 
(by inspection). Suppose it is true for n = 2, . . . , r, and let n = r+ 113. There are n2 
variables xnik that have a nonzero coefficient in row n, and setting xnjk= 1 for any 
one of them defines a face of P! which is precisely the polyhedron P!-‘. By hypo- 
thesis, P!-’ has ((n - l)!)2 vertices; hence P; has n2 x ((n - l)!)2 = (n!)2 vertices. Cl 

The intersection graph GA = ( V, E) of a O-l matrix A has a node s for every 
column aS of A, and an edge (s, t) for every pair of columns as and a’ such that 
as- a’ 20. The intersection graph GA, of A, is the clique-intersection graph of 
K n,n,n, i.e., GA, has a node for every clique (triangle) of Kn.n,n, and an edge for 
every pair of triangles that share some node of Kn,n,n. The graph GA, for n = 2 is 
shown in Fig. 2. 

Altough the 3-index assignment problem has a sizeable literature, no work has 
been done until recently on describing the polytope P,. In this paper we apply the 
tools of polyhedral combinatorics to AP3, and obtain a partial characterization of 
the facial structure of PI. In particular, in Section 2 we identify three classes of 
cliques of the intersection graph of A, and show that they are exhaustive. These 
cliques are known to induce facets of the polytope 

pl=conv{xE (41)“‘: A,xre), 

the set packing relaxation of the set partitioning polytope PI. In Section 3 we show 

1 2 

6 5 

Fig. 2. 
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that two of the 3 classes of cliques &o induce facets of Pr, and that these facets 
are all distinct. In Section 4 we give an 0(n4) procedure for detecting a clique in- 
equality violated by some solution to the linear programming relaxation of PI, or 
showing that no such inequality exists. Section 5 describes the odd holes (odd-length 
chordless cycles) of the intersection graph of A,. Odd holes are known 1191 to give 
rise to a class of facets of 4, the set packing relaxation of PI, and Euler [lo] has 
recently described a family of facets of PI associated with the odd holes of max- 
imum length, i.e., of length 2n- 1. In Section 6 we describe two classes of facets 
of PI associated with odd holes of arbitrary length, one having left-hand side co- 
efficients of 0 or 1, the other one having coefficients of 0, 1 and 2. We also show 
that no odd hole inequality can have a left-hand side coefficient greater than 2, An 
earlier version of our paner, containing Sections l-4, was circulated under [4]. 

Since for n = 1, Pr reduces to a single point, we assume throughout the rest of the 
paper that nz2. 

2. The cliques of GA 

In this section we identify all the cliques of GA, the intersection graph of A. 
For any subset I/E S of the node set of GA, we will denote by ( V> a he subgraph 

induced by V. For r~ R, we will denote by S’ the support of row r of A, i.e., 
S’:=(s&:a,,=l). 

Proposition 2.1. For each r E R, the node set S’ induces a clique (of cardinality n ‘) 
in GA. 

Proof. The subgraph (S’) is obviously complete. To see that it is maximal, assume 
w.1.o.g. that t-El, and let SE S \S’ be arbitrarily chosen, s= (iO, jO, k,,). Since S’ 
contains all triplets whose first element is r, it contains a triplet t E S’, t = (r, j, k), 
such that r#io, j#j,,, kfk,. Hence S’U {s> does not induce a complete subgraph 
of G, ; and since this is true of any SE S \S’, the subgraph of GA induced by S’ is 
maximally complete, i.e., a clique. Furthermore, IS’/ = n2 for all rE R. Cl 

The set of cliques defined by Proposition 2.1 will be called class 1. Clearly, the 
number of class-l cliques is 3n. In terms of Kn,n,n, the clique of class 1 correspond- 
ing to row r of A contains those nodes of the intersection graph GA, whose asso- 
ciated triangles in Kn,n,n share node r of Kn,n,n. 

Proposition 2.2. For every s E S, let 

T(s)={tfzS\(s}:aS.a’=2}. 

Then the node set {s} U T(s) induces a clique of size 3n - 2 in GA. 
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Proof. Let s = (i,,, je, k,), and let t,, tz E T(s) be chosen arbitrarily, with t, #t2. Since 
each of tt and tz contains two of the three elements it,, je, kO, ti and tz must have 
at least one element in common. Hence the node set {s) U T(s) induces a complete 
subgraph in GA. Now let u E S \({s> tJ 7(s)). Then the triplet u = {i, j, k} contains 
at most one element of s. If aus as = 0, we are done. If a”- as = 1, assume w.1.o.g. 
that i=iO; then j#je and k# k,,. By definition, T(s) contains some t =(i*, j,,, kO) 
such that i*#i,, (=i). But then au-a’= 0, i.e., (u) U(s) U T(s) does not define a 
complete subgraph of GA. Since the choice of u was arbitrary, the subgraph defined 
by (s) U T(s) is maximal complete. 

For each s E S and for each of the three pairs of the triplet s = (ie, j,, k,), there are 
n - 1 other triplets in S containing the same pair; hence 1 T(s)/ = 3(n - l), and thus 
{s} U T(s) has 3n - 2 elements. q 

The set of cliques defined in Proposition 2.2 will be called c/ass 2. There is exactly 
one clique of class 2 for every column of A, and there is no double counting; hence 
the number of class-2 cliques is n3. In terms of Kn,Bn, the clique of class 2 cor- 
responding to column s = (ie, Jo, kO) of A contains the node of GA corresponding to 
the clique (,ie, je, ko) of &,, , along with the 3(n - 1) nodes of GA corresponding to 
those cliques of Kn, ,,, n that share an edge (a pair of nodes) with the clique (ie, je, kO). 

Proposition 2.3. For every ordered pair s, t E S such that as- ar = 0, let t,, t2, t3 E 
S \ {s, t > be the (unique@ defined) triplets such that 

as. a”= 1, a’. a”=2, i= 1,2,3. 

Then the node set {s, tl, t2, t3) induces a (4)clique in GA. 

Proof. Let s, t E S, with as- a’=O, and let s= (i,, j,, k,), t = (it, j, J_,). Then tt = 
(i,, j,, k,), t2 = (i,, j,, k,) and t3 = (i,, j,, k,) are the only 3 triplets in S \ {s, t} that 
satisfy the requirements of the proposition, i.e., they exist and are unique. Further, 
&.a”= 1 and a’+a”=2 for i=l,2,3, and a”-a’j=l for all i,jc{1,2,3}; hence 
(s, t,, t2, t3) induces a complete subgraph in GA. To see that this subgraph is max- 
imal, note that any triplet UES \{s} that contains an element of s, either contains 
two elements of t (and hence is identical to one of the triplets t,, t2 or t3), or else 
contains at most one element of t. But then a”. a” = 0, where ti E {t,, t2, t3) is the 
triplet containing those two elements of t not contained in u (besides the element 
of s). Thus {s,t,, t2,t3) induces a maximal complete subgraph, hence a 4-clique in 
GA. 0 

The set of cliques described in Proposition 2.3 will be called class 3. In terms of 
K n,n,n, every class-3 clique of GA is associated with an ordered pair (s, t) of disjoint 
triangles of K,, “, ,, , and its node set contains (a) the node of GA corresponding to 
the triangle s, and (b) the 3 nodes of GA corresponding to those triangles c,, t2, t3 

of Gnn that share 1 node with s and 2 nodes with t. 
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As to the cardinality of class 3, every ordered pair (s, t) such that CI’. a’= 0 gives 
rise to a clique of class 3. Since IS( =n3 and for every s~S that are (n - 1)3 indices 
t ES such that as. a’=O, the number of ordered pairs (s, t) with as. a’=0 is 
n3(n - 1)s. 

To determine the number of cliques of class 3 we also need to know how many 
different ordered pairs give rise to the same clique. Let 

s = (i,, j,, 0, t=(il&k,), 

tl =(i,&k,), t2=(i,J,,k,), ts=(M,k,), 

and denote by C(s, t) the node set of the clique (of class 3) corresponding to the 
ordered pair (s, t), i.e. let C(s, t) := (s, tl, t2, t3}. Further, let 

tl =(i,,j,,k,), is = (i,, j,, k,), &=(i,,j,,k,). 

Then we have: 

P~OPOS~~~OU 2.4. C(S, t) = C(ti, 6) for i= 1,2,3. 

Proof. Consider the ordered pair (t,, il). From the definitions, the 4 triplets of the 
set C(t,, &> are (i,, j,, kl) = tl, (i,, j,, k,) =s, (i,, j,, k,) = t3, and (it, j,, kI) = t2; thus 
C(t,, i,) = C(s, t). By symmetry, C(ti, $) = C(s, t) for i= 2,3. 0 

Corollary 2.5. The number of cliques of class 3 is +n 3(n - 1)3. 

Proof. Every clique of class 3 arises from 4 distinct ordered pairs, and the number 
of the latter is n3(n - 1)3. 0 

Proposition 2.6. GA is regular of degree 3n(n- 1). 

Proof. Let as be an arbitrary column of A. There are (n - 1)3 columns a’ of A such 
that as. a’=O, hence there are n3- 1 -(n- 1)3 =3n(n- 1) columns a” of A such 
that as. aU#O. Thus the degree of node s in G, is 3n(n - l), and by symmetry this 
is true of all SE S. Cl 

Since the number of edges of a graph is one half of the sum of the degrees of its 
nodes, it follows that GA has +x n3 x 3n(n - 1) =+n4(n - 1) edges. 

Next we show that GA has no other cliques than the ones described above. 

Theorem 2.7. The only cliques of GA are those of classes 1, 2 and 3. 

Proof. Let C be any clique of GA and let t = (i,, j,, kO) E C. If each w E C meets t in 
at least two indices then C= C(t), i.e. C belongs to class 2. Otherwise there is an 
SE C that meets t in only one index. Suppose w.1.o.g. s= (i,,, j,, k,), j, #jO, k, # kO. 
If every WE C contains iO, then C=S”, i.e. C belongs to class 1; otherwise there is 
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a WE C that meets t in an index other than iO. W.l.o.g., suppose w=:(i,,J-,,k,), 
i,#iO. if r=(il,j,,k,,)ECthen C=C(t,(i,,j,,k,)), i.e. Cbelongs to class 3. If r6C 
then every element of C must contain two of the indices of q=(i,,j,,,k,), and 
C=C(q), i.e. again C belongs to class 2. Cl 

3. Facets of P, induced by cliques of GA 

If C is the vertex set of a clique of GA, then obviously every XEP satisfies the 
inequality 

c (x,:sEc)s 1. (3.1) 

Such inequalities are known to define facets of PI, the set packing polytope asso- 
ciated with PI [19]; but since PI itself is a face of PI, it is an open question whether 
inequality (3.1) also defines a facet of P,. In this section we answer this question 
exhaustively. 

First, some definitions and basic concepts. For any polyhedron P, let dim P 
denote the dimension of P (defined as the dimension of the affine hull of P, i.e. of 
the smallest subspace containing P). An inequality 71x5 7ro is said to define a facet 
of P, if it is satisfied by every XE P and the polyhedron Pn := {XE P: xx= no> has 
dimension dim P- 1. If nx= no for all XE P, the inequality 71x1 no is said to define 
an improper face of P. In this case of course dim Pn = dim P. To show that 7rx= no 
does not define an improper face, it is sufficient to exhibit a point XE P such that 
zxc 7to. Once this is ascertained to be the case, dim P”(dim P- 1, since (a) dim P 
is the number of variables in the system defining P, minus the rank of the equality 
system of P (i.e. of the system of linear equations satisfied by all XE P); and (b) the 
addition of the equation nx=no, not implied by the system defining P, increases 
the rank of the equality system by at least 1. Thus showing that nxl no defines a 
facet of P essentially amounts to showing that the dimension of Pn, known to be 
bounded by dim P- 1, is actually equal to this bound. The most commonly used 
procedure for doing this is to exhibit dim P affinely independent points XE P’. 
Another approach is to show that the addition of zx= a0 to the constraints defin- 
ing P increases the rank of the equality system of P by exactly one; in other words, 
that any equation satisfied by all XE P” is a linear combination of the equations in 
the system defining P’. In this paper we will take the latter approach, and will use 
it also to establish the dimension of PI itself. We will implement this approach via 
a technique similar to that used by Maurras [18], as well as by Cornuejols and 
Pulleyblank [7] (see also Cornuejols and Thizy [S]). 

We first establish the dimension of PI. 
Let P denote the feasible set of the linear programming relaxation of PI, i.e. 

P= {x~ IR”‘: Ax=e, x20). 
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Lemma 3.1. The rank of the system Ax = e is 3n - 2. 

Proof. The rank of Ax= e is at most 3n - 2, since equation 2n is the sum of the first 
n equations, minus the sum of equations n + 1, . . . ,2n - 1; and equation 3n is the 
sum of the first n equations minus the sum of equations 2n+ 1, . . . ,3n-2. On the 
other hand, the rank of Ax= e is at least 3n - 2, since we can exhibit 3n - 2 affinely 
independent columns of A. Consider the three sets of columns indexed by the 
following triplets: 

(2,1, l), (3,1,1), . . . , Oh 41); 

(U, 11, (1,3, l), .-. , U,n, 1); 

(1, LO, (1,1,2), . . . , (1, Ln). 

The first two sets contain n - 1 column each, the last one contains n columns. The 
matrix formed by these columns (in the order of their listing), after deletion of the 
first row of set Z and the first row of set J, becomes a square lower triangular (hence 
nonsingular) matrix of order 3n - 2, with each diagonal element equal to 1. Cl 

A direct consequence of Lemma 3.1 is the following known result. 

Proposition 3.2. dim P= n3 - 3n + 2. 

Proof. The dimension of P is the number of variables in its defining system (n3), 
minus the rank of its equality system Ax= e (3n - 2). q 

We are interested in dim PI. Since P&P, dim P15n3 - 3n + 2, and strict in- 
equality holds if and only if there exists an equation ox= a0 satisfied by all XE P,, 
that is not implied by (not a linear combination of) the equations Ax= e. We will 
show that no such equation exists. 

Theorem 3.3. Let n 2 3, and suppose every XE PI satisfies (TX = a0 for some a E IT?“‘, 
aoE R. Then there exist scalars li, QieZ, pj, Qj jE J, and vk, Qk E K, satisfying 

CZck=Ai+Jlj+ Vk, Q(i, j,k)EZxJxK, 

ao= c (&: iEZ)+ c (pi: jeJ)+ c (vk: kEK). 
(3.2) 

Proof. Define Ji=Crirr -aIll, /lj=O!ljl-al11, vk’allk. We Will show that 

This is clearly true for all,, aill, aljl and (Yrrk. For oyljk, j$l, k# 1 We CkiiIII that 
aljk=aljl+(rllk-a111.Considerx~P~suchthatx~~~=x~,=l,i#l#f.Definex’by 
x;rr =x$=0, XijI =x;,,= 1 and x;=xt otherwise. We will call the construction of x’ 
from x a second index interchange on the triplets (1, 1,l) and (i, j, I) (first and third 
index interchanges are defined analogously). 
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Let RE PI be such that Xtjk - -&= 1, and construct R’ from x by a second index 
interchange on (1, j, k) and (i, 1, I). Since ox= ox and aZ= ax’ we have 

~lll+~~/‘~ljl+ail/ and aljk+ai,/=a]lk+aijl. 

Adding these two equations and cancelhng terms gives cTlll + (Yljk =crljI +allk or 

aljk=@ljI+allk-%I (3.3) 

as required. The cases oitk and ati1 follow by symmetry. 
For a,$, i#l,j#l, k#l, considerxEP, withxlll=Xijk=l and definex’from 

x by a first index interchange on (1, 1,l) and (i, j, k). Then, as above, aIll + a,$ = 
aill +aljk. Substituting for (Yrjk its value given by (3.3) yields 

~lll~~~k~(Yill~~ljI~~llk~~lll~ 

or 

aUk=%l +~ljl+~llk-~~111 

as required. 

(3.4) 

Finally, let f be defined by 

1 
xiik = ( 

1, if i=j=k, 
0, otherwise. 

Then 2~ P[, hence a$= ao, or 

ao= C (Ai: ieI)+ C (/ljui: jCZJ)+ C (Vk: kEK). 0 

Corollary 3.4. For nr3, dim PI=n3-3n+2. 

Proof. From Theorem 3.3, if nr3 then the smallest affine subspace containing P, 
is the one defined by the system Ax=e; the dimension of PI is therefore the same 
as that of P. cl 

Next we turn to the constraints defining P and ask the question, which ones 
among these define facets of PI. 

Theorem 3.5. Every inequality x+0 for some s E S defines a facet of PI. 

Proof. The statement is true if and only if the polytope P;= {x~P,: xs = O> has 
dimension dim PI- 1 = n3 - 3n + 1. Clearly, dim Pi< n3 - 1 - r, where r is the rank 
of the system ASx=e, and AS is the matrix obtained from A by removing the 
column as. The rank of AS is easily seen to be the same as the rank of A, i.e. 
r = 3n - 2. This is immediate in the case when as is not among those columns used 
in the proof of Lemma 3.1, and follows by symmetry for the other case. Hence the 
dimension of Pi is at most n 3 - 3n + 1. To prove that this bound is actually attain- 
ed, one can use the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.3 to show that any 
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equation ox = a0 (other than x, = 0) satisfied by every x E Pf is a lin~car combination 
of the equations A “x= e. The argument goes through essentially unchanged. q 

The inequalities x,5 1 of course do not define facets, since they are implied 
by Ax=e. In fact, it is not hard to see that each inequality x,5 1 defines a 
(n3 - 3n2 + 4)-dimensional face of PI. Indeed, if Pi denotes the polyhedron P, for 
n=k,thenP~~(x:x,=l}=P~-‘,andfromCorollary3.2,dimP~-‘=n3-3n2+4 
for all n13. 

We now turn to the inequalities (3.1) defined by the cliques of GA. 
Each clique of class 1 induces an inequality whose left-hand side coefficient vector 

is one of the rows of A. Hence each such inequality is satisfied with equality by every 
XE P, and therefore defines an improper face of PI. 

Next we consider the inequalities (3.1) induced by the cliques of class 2. Each 
clique in this class is defined relative to some index (triplet) scS, and has a node 
set of the form C(s) := {s} U T(s) (see Proposition 2.2). It is not hard to see, that 
the inequality (3.1) induced by the clique of class 2 defined relative to s = (i, j, k) can 
be obtained by adding up the three equations of Ax=e indexed by i, j, k, dividing 
the resulting equation by 2, then replacing = by 5 and rounding down each coeffi- 
cient to its nearest integer. In other words, these inequalities belong to the elemen- 
tary closure of the system Ax= e, XL 0, as defined by Chvkal [S]. The proof of the 
next theorem will be deferred to Section 6, where a more general class of inequalities 
belonging to the elementary closure of Ax=e, xr0 and having left hand side coeffi- 
cients equal to 0 or 1, will be shown to be facet inducing for PI. 

Theorem 3.6. For nz3, the inequality 

1 (xt: te C(s))< 1 (3.5) 

defines a facet of PI for every s E S. 

Finally, we turn to the inequalities (3.1) induced by cliques of class 3. Remember 
that each clique in this class is defined relative to an ordered pair (s, t) of disjoint 
triplets, and has a node set of the form (s, t,, t2, t3), where each ti, i = 1,2,3, con- 
tains one element of s and two elements of t (see Proposition 2.3). Let C(s, t) denote 
the node set of the clique of class 3 defined relative to the ordered pair (s, t)_ 

Theorem 3.7. For n z 4, the inequality 

c (x,: UEC(S, t))s 1 (3.6) 

defines a facet of PI for all s, t E S. 

Proof. W.l.o.g., let s=@,n,n) and t=(p,q,r), with 1 cp,q,r<n. The inequality 
(3.6) does not define an improper face of PI, since it holds strictly, for instance, 
for the vector x defined by xii& = 1, where i=p+&,j=q+a, k=r+a (each equality 
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taken modulo n), (Y = 1, . . . , n, xiik=O otherwise, assuming w.1.o.g. that p, q, and r 
are not all equal. 

Now let 
P~@~‘) :=conv{xE (0, 1}“3: Ax=e, C (x,: SEC&~))= 1). 

To show that (3.6) defines a facet of P,, i.e., that dim P~(SVt’=dim PI- 1, we use 
the same approach as for Theorem 3.3, i.e., we exhibit scalars Li, i~1, pi, jc J, v,, 
k E K and rz such that if ox= czo for all XE PF@*“, then 

Ai+pj+vk+n, (i, j,k)EC&t) 

and 
oc= c (ii: iEl)+ c (,Uj: jEJ)+ c (Ilk: kEK)+n. 

Again, we define 

?Li=oi*t-o**r, icI, 

,u~==I~I -@III, je J, 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

Vk=allk, ktzK. 

Then we have to show that for (i, j, k) E S \ C(.s, t), 

(3.9) 

If at least two of the indices i, j, k are equal to 1, (3.9) clearly holds. 
If j+n+k, let XEP~(‘~‘) be such that xlll - -xijl=xnnn= 1, I#l, and let REP, be 

such that %rik =Xir,=Xnnnn = 1. Then performing second index interchanges on 
(1, 1, l), (i, j,f) and on (1, j, k), (i, l,f), respectively, produces x’,R’E Pf@*‘), and 
from ox=(rx and a..~=a.F we obtain two equations whose sum yields (3.9). The 
procedure is analogous for the other cases, namely: if j = n = k, we use x, R such that 
x111 =xi/l=+,= 1, w,ik=&t[=&rr =l; if j=n, k#n, use x, W with xtil=xiir= 
Xpqn= 1, ~fjk=f~~l=~pqn= 1; and finally, if j#n, k=n, reverse the roles of the 
second and third index. Since (3.9) holds for all aljk, by symmetry an analogous 
relation holds for all (Yjrk and (Yiir. 

If i#l, j#l, k#l, there exists x~PIc(s.‘) such that xrrr ‘x#‘x4 for some 
q E C(s, t). Defining x’ from x by a first index interchange on (1, 1,l) and (i, j, k), we 
have that X’E Pf@*” and hence 01x = ox’. This yields (rl ,, + auk = Cri,, + aok, or 

ook=oirr +~~k-oIII =oill +oijl +ortk_2orrr, 

as required. 
Next consider any (i, j, k) E C(s, t), and define 

Rijk=a~k-Ai-/lj-vk. (3.10) 

To prove (3.7), we have to show that all $k are equal. Note that for (i, j, k) E 
C(s, t), we Only have to consider the case ‘Lnjk, Rink, Ron. 
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Let XE PF@‘) be such that x,,, =x,,,= 1, and define x’ from x by a first index 
interchange on (n, n, PI) and (p, q, r). Then X’E PF(s.‘) follows from x E PF(“), and 
ax = ax’ implies an,, + aPqr = aPnn + a,, . Since (n, n, n), (n, q, r) E C(s, t) and 
(p, q, r), (p, n, n) $ C(s, t), substituting for an,, , a,,4r and for aPqr, aPn,, their values 
defined by (3.10) and (3.7), respectively, we obtain 

or rr,,, = 7rnqr -. -* a. By symmetry, we also have xpnr = xpq” = a. 
Finally, let x* be defined by 

[ 

1, 
xz’= 0, 

if i=j=k, 
otherwise. 

Then x*E@‘), hence ax*=uo, and we have (3.8). Cl 

Unlike the cliques of class 2, those of class 3 do not belong to the elementary 
closure of the system Ax=e, x20, i.e., in the terminology of 151, they are not of 
rank 1. 

Proposition 3.8. The inequalities (3.6) are of rank 2. 

Proof. Let s=(i,, j,, k,) and t =(il, j,, k,). If the inequality (3.6) corresponding to 
C(s, t) is of rank 1, then there exists E, 0 <E < 1, such that every solution to the linear 
system Ax=e, x10 satisfies 

c (x,: uEC(s,t))12-E. (3.6’) 

But any solution x such that xj = + for j=s, tr, tz, t3 (where the ti, i = I, 2,3, are 
defined as in Proposition 2.3), violates (3.6’). To see that such solutions to Ax= e, 
xz 0 exist, it suffices to realize that setting xj = t for j = s, t,, t2, t3, exactly saturates 

. . . . 
rows I,, Js, 4, tt, Jr, kI, i.e. two rows of each ground set I, J, K and thus leaves 
a system of the same type with n replaced by n - 2. This proves that the rank of (3.6) 
is at least 2. 

On the other hand, (3.6) can be obtained by adding the equations of Ax= e indexed 
by is, j,, k, and twice the clique inequality of class 2 associated with t; dividing the 
resulting inequality by 3 and rounding down all coefficients to the nearest integer. 
Since the constraints used in this procedure are of rank 0 or rank 1, the resulting 
inequality is of rank 2. q 

Theorem 3.9. The inequalities (3.1) corresponding to distinct cliques of class 2 or 
class 3 define distinct facets Gfaces in the case of class-3 cliques with n = 3) whenever 
nr3. 

Proof. For any two cliques C, and C2, there is a feasible solution x with x,.=x,= 
x, = 1, such that x has the following properties: 
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(1) sEC,\C*; 
(2) rECZ\c,; 
(3) rES\(C,UC*); 
(4) if C,=C(fe) then t#fc and teOr=0; if C,=C(t,rc) then r#r,. 

This can be shown by direct construction of such a solution for each of several sub- 
cases of the following three cases: (i) both C, and C, are cliques of class 2; (ii) Ct 
is of class 2 and C, is of class 3; (iii) both C, and C, are of class 3. 

It is easy to see that if x satisfies conditions (l)-(4) then 

c (x,: SEC,)” 1, c (x,: tEC*)=O, 

and that an appropriate interchange on r and t produces x’ such that 

c (x,‘: scC*)=O, c (x;: tEC*)=l. ci 

More detailed versions of the proofs of Theorems 3.5 and 3.9 are to be found 
in [4]. 

4. Detecting violated clique-facets 

It is of great interest in terms of algorithm development to be able to determine, 
for an arbitrary noninteger solution to the LP relaxation of an integer program, 
whether that solution violates a facet of the convex hull of integer solutions. One 
may solve the LP relaxation, then identify a facet-defining inequality that cuts off 
the solution obtained and either add it to the constraint set of the LP, or take it into 
the objective function with a Lagrange multiplier. In general, for an NP-hard pro- 
blem the facet-identification problem is also NP-hard, but for some subsets of the 
facets it may be possible to efficiently identify which, if any, members of the subsets 
are violated by an LP solution. Recent efforts to implement algorithms based on 
this strategy (and employing branch-and-bound techniques when a fractional solu- 
tion is reached that does not violate any of the facets under consideration) have met 
with marked success [1,9]. In this section we describe an efficient algorithm for 
detecting clique-facets violated by an arbitrary XEP, i.e., an arbitrary solution to 
the LP relaxation of AP3. Although the cardinality of the set of clique-facets is 
0(n6), (namely, n3 facets from cliques of class 2, and +n3(n - 1)3 from cliques of 
class 3), the proposed algorithm can be shown to have a worst-case running time 
of O(n4). In terms of the number ISI of variables, this is O(IS/4’3). 

We first remark that given a noninteger XE P, it can be detected in 0(n4) steps 
whether any inequality induced by a clique of class 2 is violated. Indeed, each of 
the n3 cliques of class 2 is associated with some SE& and is induced by a node set 
of the form (s} U T(s), where T(s) is the set of those triplets that differ from the 
triplet s in exactly one element. Since the cardinality of T(s) is 3(n - 1), for each s E S 
it requires O(n) steps to identify and add all xiik such that (i, j, k) E C(s), in order to 
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check whether the sum exceeds 1 (in which case the corresponding inequality is 
violated) or not. To execute this for all s E S therefore requires O(n x n3) = 0(n4) 
steps. 

For cliques of class 3 (whose number is O(n6)) the complexity bound is not so 
straightforward. However, we will give an algorithm which performs that task too 
in O(n4) steps. This is possible due to the following fact: Each clique of class 3 is 
of cardinality 4; therefore any XE P that violates some inequality induced by a clique 
of class 3 must have at least one component of value rf. On the other hand, we 
have: 

Lemma 4.1. For any XE P and any positive integer k, the number of components 
with value 2 1 /k is skn. 

Proof. The value of the linear program 

max{ex: xE P} (L) 

is easily seen to be n, since the vectors XE IR”’ and u E lR3”, defined by x, = 1 /n’, 
VSE S and u, = *, Vrc R, are feasible solutions to (L) and its dual, respectively, 
with the common value of n; hence they are optimal. 

Now if x has more than kn components with value 11/k, then ex>n, a contra- 
diction. Cl 

Theorem 4.2. It can be determined in 0(n4) steps whether a given XE P violates a 
facet defining inequality induced by a clique of class 3. 

Proof. Let C(s, t) be the node set of a clique of class 3. Since IC(s, t)j =4, if XE P 
violates the facet-inequality corresponding to C(s, t), then x has at least one compo- 
nent z+. Further, if C(s, t) = {s, tl, t2, t3}, from Proposition 2.4 there is no loss of 
generality in assuming that this happens for the component indexed by s, i.e., that 
x,1$. Thus, instead of examining all ordered pairs (s, t) such that asa a’=O, we 
can restrict ourselves to examining those ordered pairs (s, t) such that x,1$ and 
as - a’ = 0; and from Lemma 4.1, the number of such components x, is at most 4n. 

Consider now the following algorithm. 

Step 1. Order S according to nonincreasing values of x,, s E S. 
Step 2. For each of the first 4n elements s= (i,, j,, k,) of the ordered set S such 

that x,>$ and each of the (n - 1)3 triplets t = (it, j,, kl) ES such that i, # i,, j, #j, 
and kt # k,, calculate the sum 

Wr9 f ) = xi&r, + x&j, k, + xi,j&, -I _ %,j,ks * 

If .X(s, t)> 1, stop: the inequality associated with (s, t) is violated; otherwise con- 
tinue. 

Since the algorithm examines all pairs (s, t) such that as. a’ = 0 and x,> $, it either 
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finds a pair whose corresponding facet inequality is violated by X, or it stops with 
the conclusion that x satisfies all facet-inequalities induced by cliques of class 3. Step 
1 is executed once and it requires O(n3 log n3) operations. Step 2 is executed at 
most 4n(n- 1)3 times, and each execution requires 3 additions. Hence, the overall 
complexity of the algorithm is 0(n4). Cl 

5. The odd holes of GA 

In this section we describe the odd holes (odd-length chordless cycles) of GA and 
discuss some of their properties. 

Proposition 5.1. A node set Hc S such that IHI = 2p+ 1 for some positive integer 
pr2 induces an odd hole in GA if and only if H can be ordered into a sequence 

1s ,, . . . , szp+, } such that for all sr, s, E H, 

a+. asI = I 1 or 2, ift=r+l (mod2p+l), 
0, otherwise. (5.1) 

Proof. Since two distinct columns of A have at most two l’s in common, 
1 Ia@- as’<2 if and only if s, and s, are adjacent. 0 

For an odd hole H={s~,...,s~~+~}, the linkof a pair (s,,s,+r) is the row (or pair 
of rows) of A that contains the common l’s of as’ and aSr+‘. We say that (s,,s,+ r) 
has a single link (a double link) if as’- as”’ = 1 (=2). Single links are in Z, J or K, 
whereas double links are in ZU J, ZUK or JUK: no double link can be in a single 
ground set. 

Proposition 5.2. No two adjacent edges of an odd hole have their links in the same 
ground set. 

Proof. If (s,,s,+I) and (s,+I,s,+z ) have links in the same ground set, then 
a 5, - asr+zz 1, contrary to (5.1). 0 

Since there are only three ground sets, it follows that no two adjacent edges can 
have double links. 

Proposition 5.3. The number d of double links of an odd hole of length 2p+ 1 

satisfies 
max{O,2(2p+ 1)-3n}<dlp- 1. (5.2) 

Proof. The number of positive components of the vector a’ :=a” + -+- +aQ’+l 
is 2(2p+ 1) -d, and this number cannot exceed that of the rows of A, i.e., 
2(2p + 1) - ds 3n. Also, dr0. This proves the validity of the lower bound. 
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To see that dip - 1, suppose H is a (2p + I)-hole that has p double links, say for 

(s,,sZ), (s3d4)> .*. 9 62~~ ,vs2p). Assume w.1.o.g. that (s,,s2) has its (double) link in 
IU J; then (s2,s3) has its link in K, and therefore (sJ,s~) again has its link in IU J. 
By the same reasoning, each double link in the above sequence is in IU J. But then 
the (single) links of (s~~,s~~+ t) and (szp+ rrsI) both have to be in K, a contradiction. 

cl 

Proposition 5.4. The maximum length of an odd hole in GA, is 2n - 1. All odd 
holes of maximum length have n - 2 double links. For p< n - 1, GA, has odd holes 
of length 2p+ 1 with d double links for every integer d satisfying (5.2). 

Proof. From Proposition 5.3, 2(2p + 1) 5 3n + d, where d sp - 1. The maximum of 
p is thus n - 1, and the maximum of 2p + 1 is 2n - 1. Since this maximum is attained 
for d =p - 1, which for p = n - 1 is both an upper and a lower bound on d, all odd 
holes of maximum length have p - 1 = n - 2 (i.e., the maximum number of) double 
links. 

For p < n - 1, if H is any (2p + 1)-hole with d > max{O, 2(2p + 1) - 3n}, one can 
obtain from H a (2p + I)-hole H’ with d’= d - 1 double links, by taking any double 
linked pair (s,, s,, t), and replacing s, in H with some s* E S \ H such that as* + a”-’ = 
as*. a”+l = 1 and aS*.aS’=O for all iE{1,...,2p+l)\(r-l,r,r+l}. Two of the 
three l’s of as* are given by the above condition, and the third one can be in any 
row i such that a; = 0 for all s E H. Thus s* exists whenever the number 2(2p + 1) - d 
of positive components of a’is less than 3n. Since by assumption d> 2(2p + 1) - 3n, 
s* with the required properties exists. Cl 

Thus one can distinguish between different types of odd holes of a given length, 
according to the number of their double links. For n = 3, the only odd holes of GA 
are those of length 5 (=2n - 1) and they all have a maximum number (n - 2 = 1) of 
double links. For n = 4, GA has odd holes of length 5 and 7. The 5-holes can have 
one double link or none; the 7-holes all have two (=n - 2) i ouble links. For n = 5, 
GA has odd holes of length 5, 7 and 9. While the g-holes all have 3 double links, 
the 7-holes can have 2, 1 or 0 double links and the 5-holes can have 1 or 0 double 
links. 

Figure 3 shows one of the 7-holes of GAI. The numbered circles are the nodes 
s E H; the lines represent the (single or double) links; the symbol on each line stands 
for the associated row of A. 

Next we describe the connection between odd holes of GA and certain row sets 
of A. Recall that R and S denote the row and column sets, respectively, of A. For 
any Q C_ R and Tc S, let A; denote the submatrix of A with rows and columns 
indexed by Q and T, respectively. Also, let AQ :=Aiand AT:=AL. For any QcR 
and for L =I, J,K, let QL := QnL. Finally, let Ci denote the circulant matrix of 
order k with exactly two l’s in each row and column, and O’s everywhere else. 
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Fig. 3. 

Proposition 5.5. Let H be the node set of an odd hole in GA, IHI =2p+ 1, with d 
double links. Then A H has 2 d distinct row sets Q, IQ/ = 2p + 1, such that 

(0 A:= C$+, up to row and column permutations; 
(ii) lrlQ,I~p, L=I,J,K; 

(iii) the rows of AfiQ are either distinct copies of rows of C$,, , corresponding 
to double links, or else contain at most one 1. 

Proof. Let H=(s,,...,s~~+~ >. The rows of A Ii containing the common l’s of as1 
and aSz, of as2 and a”‘, . . . , and of as2p+’ and asI, form a set of cardinality 2p + 1 + d, 
where d is the number of double links. This set contains 2d subsets Q of cardinality 
2p+ 1 obtained by choosing one member of each pair of rows corresponding to a 
double link of H, plus each row corresponding to a single link. Each such subset 
forms a square submatrix AC of order 2p+ 1 that has exactly two ones in every 
row and column, hence becomes C&+, after row and column permutations. This 
proves (i). 

If (zr. =O for, say, L =I, then Q G JUK and every column of A[ has a 1 in QJ 
and a 1 in QK, contrary to the stated equivalence of AQ” and C&, ,. Thus IQr. 1 z 1. 
If, on the other hand, IQL) rp+ 1, then AgL has 2(p+ 1) columns, a contradic- 
tion. Thus (ii) holds. 

Finally, if any row of AfiQ has two or more l’s and is not a copy of some row 
of A;, then (5.1) is violated. Further, only those rows of A: can have copies, 
whose l’s occur in columns corresponding to a doubly linked pair; in which case 
the copy is unique. Cl 

While the last proposition deals with the row sets of A that can be associated with 
a given odd hole, our next statement concerns the collection of odd holes that can 
be associated with a given row set. 

Theorem 5.6. Let QCR, IQ] =2p+ 1 forsome integerpsatisfying 2sp~n- 1, and 
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let 15 IQL 1 rp for L = I, J, K. Then there exists a (2p + I)-hole whose set of links 
contains Q and that has d double links, for every d satisfying (5.2). 

Proof. Let 
QI= {il,...,&I, QJ:=(.~,-.-&I, QK=(kl,...,kt}, 

and w.1.o.g. let plrrsl tz 1. We first identify a family of circulants C&+, con- 
tained in the row set Q, then show how to find the corresponding odd holes of GA 
with the desired number of double links. 

Consider a sequence of links of the form 

ijij... ijikiki... kikjkjk...jkj 

?-;f 

where x, y and z denote the numbers of elements in each of the three subsequences 
formed of elements of Q,U QJ, QK U Q, and QJU QK, respectively. 

The numbers x, y and z satisfy 

x+y+z=2p+ 1, 
x=2p+ 1-2t, 

x+j = 2r, 
or y=2p+l-2s, 

x+z=2s, 
z=2p+ 1-2r. 

y+z=2t, 

Thus the number of I-links and J-links in the first subsequence is +(x- l)+ 1 = 

p-t+1 and $x-l)=p-t, respectively; the number of K-links and I-links in the 
second subsequence is p - s + 1 and p -s, and the number of J-links and K-links in 
the third subsequence is p-r + 1 and p-r, respectively. If we take the elements of 
Q,, QJ and QK in order, starting with il, j, and k, (which yields one particular 
family of odd holes), the resulting sequence is 

. . 
(il,j,,...,iP-,,Jp-t,zp-,+l, kl,ip-r+2, . . . . k,,-s, 4 (=hp+ 1 +A k,-,+ 1, 

j,-,+1,kp-s+2,...,js-l,k,(=k2p+,-s-r),js(=j2p+l-[-r)). 

This sequence specifies two of the three nonzero entries of each column of a 
(2p+ I)-hole. Every choice of the third entry for each column that creates the 
desired number d of double links gives rise to a (2p+ I)-hole with d double links. 
For instance, if d=p- 1, i.e., if we wish to identify the (2p+ I)-hole with the 
maximum number of double links that has its circulant in Q, we proceed as follows. 
For every J-link that is between two I-links, we insert a K-link as a second link (this 
is the only possibility). For this we may use the elements of K immediately following 
k,, taken in order. Similarly, for every I-link that is between two K-links, we insert 
a J-link as a second link, using the elements of J following j,. Finally, for every 
K-link that is between two J-links, we insert as a second link an I-link, using the 
elements of I following i,. This produces a set of links that determines the third 
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index of all but three columns; and for those three we choose the columns 
iP+ t,jP+ r, kp+ ,. In this fashion we get the (2p+ 1)-hole H with a maximum number 
of double links (p- l), whose nonzero coefficients are contained in 3(p+ 1) rows 
ofA: 

The construction of the remaining (2p+ 1)-holes, containing less than the max- 
imum number of double links, is done analogously, except that the third entries of 
those columns not having a double link can be chosen arbitrarily. Cl 

6. Facets of PI associated with the odd holes of GA 

It is well known [I91 that every odd hole H of GA gives rise to a facet of the 
packing polytope associated with H, and that these facets can be lifted into facets 
of the packing polytope p, associated with GA itself. Moreover, the coefficients of 
the lifted facet inducing inequality depend on the sequence in which the lifting is 
performed. However, for a general packing polyhedron it is an o;en question which 
among its facet inducing odd hole inequalities are also facet inducing for the 
associated partitioning polyhedron. Also, the lifting procedure is not polynomially 
bounded. 

In this section we describe two classes of lifted odd hole inequalities that are facet 
inducing for PI. The first class has all left-hand side coefficients equal to 0 or 1, 
and belongs to the elementary closure of the system Ax=e, x10. The second class 
has left-hand side coefficients equal to 0, 1 or 2. Inequalities in both classes can be 
obtained in time linear in the length of the hole and the number of variables. 

Theorem 6.1. Assume nr3. Let QcR, IQ1 =2p-1- 1 for some integer p satisfying 
llprn-1, with l~/Q~Isp, L=I,J,K, and let 

S(Q):={SES: c (ai: qEQ)>2}. (6.1) 

Then the inequality 
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c (x, : s E S(Q)) 5 P (6.2) 

defines a facet of PI. 

Proof. As before, let Qr = { il, . . . , i, >, QJ= (jr ,...,j,}, QK={~I,...,~,}, and 

assume w.1.o.g. that prrrsz tz 1. First, (6.2) can be obtained by adding up the 
equations of Ax= e indexed by Q, dividing the resulting equation by 2, then replac- 
ing = by I and rounding down the coefficients on both sides of the inequality to the 
nearest integer. Thus (6.2) is in the elementary closure [5] of Ax=e, x=0, hence 
valid. 

Next, it is an easy exercise to show that (6.2) does not induce an improper face 
of PI, by exhibiting a point XE PI which satisfies (6.2) with strict inequality. 

Now let 

P;(Q):=(x~PI: c (x,: s&(Q))=p). 

To prove that PfcQ) is a facet of PI, we use the same reasoning as for Theorem 
3.3; i.e., we show that any equation ax=ao satisfied by all x,PfCQ) is a linear 
combination of the equations Ax= e and C (x,: s E S(Q)) =p. 

W.1.o.g. assume that n $ QL for L =I, J, K, and define 

li= ainn - an,, , Pj = %jn - an,, 9 vk = %nk . 

We need to show that there exists a scalar a such that 

and 
atikk I 

Ai+pj+ vkkr if (6 j, 4 $ S(Q), 

li+,Ui+V,+n, if (i,j,k)ES(Q) (6.3) 

ao= C (Ai: ifzl)+ C (/lj: jEJ)+ C (Vk: kEK)+p7T. (6.4) 

Equation (6.3) clearly holds for an,, , ai,,,, , anjn and (y,,k. For anjk, j# n #k, con- 
sider x, Z E pfcQ’ such that X,,,, = Xhjm = 1, x”jk = &,,,m = 1, where Ir E QI and m E QK . 
(Since n 13, such a pair exists.) Construct x’ from x and X” from w by a second index 
interchange (as defined in the proof of Theorem 3.3) on (n, n, n) and (h, j, m), and 
on (n, j, k) and (h, n, m) respectively. Then X’E P;(Q), since (n, j, n) & S(Q) and 
(II, n, m) E S(Q). (Before the interchange, we had (n, n, n) 4 S(Q) and (h, j, m) E S(Q).) 
A similar reasoning shows that X’E PfcQ). Since ax= ax’ and a% = ax’, a,,,,,, + ahj,,, = 

a”j” + ahnm and %jk + %m = annk + cl!jm * Adding the last two equations and collect- 
ing terms yields 

%jk = %jn - an,, + %k = Pj + Vk, (6.5) 

which is (6.3) for this case (since L,, = 0 by definition). The case of aink and sun is 
analogous to that of o,,jk. 

Finally, for aGk with i# n, j#n, k#n, if (i, j, k) $ S(Q), then at most one of i, j 
and k belongs to Q. Consider XE PfCQ) such that x,,, = xUk = 1. Since (n, n, n) $ S(Q) 
and (i, j, k) $ S(Q), x needs to have p additional components equal to 1. They can 
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be identified by choosing p nonadjacent elements of a (2p+ I)-hole whose set of 
links includes Q, in such a way as to leave uncovered the row corresponding to 
(i, j, k} n Q Then defining x’ from x by a first index interchange on (n, n, n) and 
(i, j, k), we obtain cr,,, + a# = oinn + @“j/,.; and substituting for @njk its value given 
by (6.9, we have 

auk = ainn - annn +(u,in-cy,“,+cl,,k=~i+~j((jvk” 

This completes the proof of (6.3) for (i,j,k)e S(Q). 
For (i,j, k) E S(Q) define 

nijk=oijk-Li-fli-vk. (6.6) 

To show that all z,# are equal, consider XE PftQ) such that x,,, =xUUw = 1, where 
r,s, t E Q and U, o, w $ Q. Such x clearly exists. Define x’ from x by a first index inter- 
change on (P, s, t) and (u, u, w); then a;,, + auow = a,* + cr,,, . 

Substituting for cr,,, and cr,,, their values given by (6.6) and for cr,,, and cy,,,, 
their values given by (6.3) we obtain 

or nz,, = zr,,, . By symmetry, rr, = nrur = z,, for all r,s, t E Q and u, u, w $ Q. 
The above reasoning can now be repeated with (r,s, t) and (u, u, w) replaced by 

(u, s, t) and (r, u, w), and the first index interchange replaced by a second index inter- 
change on (u, s, t) and (r, u, w). This yields R, = K,,,~ and by symmetry jr, = rrlcsw, 
KS, t E Q and u, u, wf$ Q. It then follows that zijk= II, V(i,j,k) ES(Q), which com- 
pletes the proof of (6.3). 

Finally, since any XE Pr stQ) has exactly p positive components in S(Q) and exact- 
ly one positive component for every i E I, j E J and k E K, substituting the values of 
oCk given by (6.2) into the equation o!x=oo for any XE PfcQ) y$lds (6.4). Cl 

Notice that in Theorem 6.1 we did not require that pr2; in other words, (6.2) 
is a facet inducing inequality also when p = 1, i.e., IQ,1 = lQJl = IQKl = 1. But in this 
case S(Q) is the clique of class 2 associated with s E S such that the three elements 
of s are those in Q,, QJ and QK, respectively. Thus we have: 

Proof of Theorem 3.3. This is Theorem 6.1 restricted to p = 1. Cl 

Proposition 6.2. Let Q and S(Q) be as in 
lQKl =t. Then IS(Q)1 =n(rs+rt+st)-2rst. 

Theorem 6.1, with lQIl=r, IQJI =s, 

Proof. Let no be the number of columns that have a 1 in each of Q1, QJ and QK, 
and let nI, n2, n3 be the number of columns that have a 1 in QI and QJ, in QI and 
QK and in QJ and QK, respectively. Then 

no = rst, nl =rs(n- t), n2 = r(n - s)t, n3 = (n - r)st, 
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and 

As mentioned in the proof of Theorem 6.1, the inequality (6.2) can be obtained 
from the system Ax=e by adding the equations indexed by Q, dividing by 2, then 
replacing = by I and rounding down each coefficient to the nearest integer. If we 
now replace I with 1 and round up rather than down, we obtain a covering type 
inequality equivalent to (6.2): 

Remark 6.3. Let n and Q be as in Theorem 6.1, and let 

S(Q)1 :={seS: c (a:: qEQ)=l or 2}, 

S(Q)2:={s~S: c (a:: qEQ)=3}. 

Then XE Pt satisfies (6.2) if and only if it satisfies 

c (x,: SES(Q),)+ c (2x4 s~S(Q)~)rp+ 1. (6.7) 

Proof. Inequality (6.7) can be obtained by subtracting (6.2) from the sum of the 
equations of Ax = e indexed by Q. 0 

Remark 6.4. Inequahty (6.2) is satisfied by XE PI if and only if inequality 

c (x,: stzS\S(Q))zn-p (6.8) 

is satisfied. 

Proof. (6.8) can be obtained by subtracting from (6.2) the equation C (x,: SE S) = n. 
0 

Proposition 6.5. The number of distinct inequalities (6.2) is 0(23n). 

Proof. The number of distinct sets Q such that IQ1 = 2p + 1, 1 ZSPS n - 1 and 
l~lQ,l~p, L=I,J,K, is 

where 
n(i,j) :=min(i+j- 1,2n- 1 -i-j>. 

This is true since for L = I, J, K and I= i, j, k, there are ( 7) subsets of QL of size 1, 
and all values of i, j, k between 1 and n - 1 can occur, provided that i+ j+ kr 
2n- 1, i+j-kz 1, and min{i+j,i+k, j+k}z3. The first two of these conditions 
are ensured by the use of n(i, j) in the summation after k, while the third condition 
is imposed by subtracting the number of sets in which two of the three indices i, j, 
k are equal to 1. Further, 
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523” 

since CF=,(:)=2”. q 

Theorem 6.6. For i= 1,2, let Qi be as the set Q of Theorem 6.1, and let (6.2)i 
the inequality (6.2) with Q = Qt. For L = I, J, K, define the three conditions 

(9 L\(QIUQ~)=@, 
(ii) Lt3QIfIQ2=0, 

(iii) LnQ, =Lr)Q2. 

The inequalities (6.2), and (6.2)2 define the same facet of Pt if and only if the 
sets Q,, Q2 satisfy conditions (i), (ii) for two of the three ground sets L, and condi- 
tion (iii) for the third ground set. 

To prove the theorem we need two auxiliary results. 

Lemma 6.7. XE Pt satisfies (0.2) with equality if and only if x, = 1 for exactly one 
s E S that has an odd number of elements in Q. 

Proof. Necessity. If XE Pt satisfies (6.2) with equality, then x,= 1 for s(IQI - 1) 
triplets SES(Q), each of which has at least two elements in Q. Since the columns 
as corresponding to SES such that x,= 1 are pairwise orthogonal, it follows that 
either all t(lQl- 1) triplets SE S(Q) with x,= 1 have exactly two elements in Q and 
some triplet t E S \ S(Q) with x, = 1 has one element in Q, or else one triplet s E S(Q) 
with x,= 1 has three elements in Q and the rest have two elements in Q. 

Sufficiency. If XE Pt satisfies (6.2) with strict inequality, then X~ = 1 for at most 
+<lQI - l)- 1 triplets seS(Qj. Therefore, there are at least two triplets SES with 
x,= 1 that either have three elements in Q (if SES(Q)) or just one element in Q (if 

SES\S(Q)). 0 

From now on, w.1.o.g. we assume that IQ21 15. 

Lemma 6.8. Pf(Ql)# PfcQ2) if and only if there exists a pair s, t E S with as. at = 0, 
such that 

(iv) both s and t have an odd number of elements in Q2; 
(v) at most one of s and t has an odd number of elements in Q,. 

Proof. Necessity. Suppose PfCQ8) # Pf(Q2), and let x E PfcQI)\ Pf(@). Then from 
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Lemma 6.7, every s, c E S such that X,=X, = 1 satisfies (v); and there exists a pair 
s, t ES that satisfies (iv). . 

Sufficiency. Let s, t E S, with as- a’= 0, satisfy (iv) and (v). From Lemma 6.7, 
any XE PI such that 5=x,= 1 satisfies (6.2), with strict inequality. To construct 
XEP, with x,=x,= 1 that satisfies (6.2), with equality, set x,= 1 for +(lQrf - 1) -a 
pairwise independent triplets r tz S(Qr ) \ (s, t ) , where a = 1 (s, t ) n S(QI )I, also in- 
dependent of s, t; then set x,= 1 for an appropriate subset of S \S(Qt ) to obtain 
XEP,. cl 

We are now ready to prove the theorem. 

Proof of Theorem 6.6. Necessity. We will show that if the conditions of the theorem 
do not hold, there exists XE P, scQ1)\Pf(Qz). To do this, for each situation in which 
exactly one of the conditions of Theorem 6.6 is violated, we will construct two 
triplets s, t E S satisfying as. a’=0 and conditions (iv), (v). It then follows from 
Lemma 6.8 that Pf(QI)#PIS(Q2). S’ ‘1 rmr ar constructions can be used for the cases 
when more than one of the conditions of the theorem is violated. 

Case 1. Qr and Qz violate (i) for one of the ground sets, say L = I; all other con- 
ditions are satisfied, i.e. condition (i) holds for a second ground set, say L = J, con- 
dition (ii) holds for both L = I and L = J, and condition (iii) holds for L =K. Choose 
isE I\(Q, U Qz) (possible because (i) does not hold for L = I), .&E Q2\QI, ksc 

K\<QIUQ& and +QI\Q2, hQAQ2, iWQlnQ2. 
Case 2. Q,, Q2 violate (ii) for one of the ground sets, say L = Z, while all other 

conditions are satisfied, with (ii) holding for L = J, (i) for L = I and L = J, and (iii) 
for L =K. Choose i,E Q, n Q2 (possible because (ii) does not hold for L = I), 

MQI\Q2. k,EK\(Q2UQd; and GQAQ1 (possible b-use I\(QdQd=fi 
together with In Qt n Q2 # 0 implies Q2\ Qr #0), j, E Q2\ Qt , kt E Q2 n Q1. 

Case 3. Q1, Q2 violate (iii) for one of the ground sets, say L =K, while all 
other conditions are satisfied, i.e. (i) and (ii) hold for L =I, J. W.l.o.g., let 

Kfi(Q,\Q2)#0. Choose &Ql\Q2, AEQAQ1, kEQI\Qs and i,fQAQI, 
AEQl\Q2, k,EK\(Q,UQd. 

In each of the three cases, as- a’=O, and each of s and t has an odd number of 
elements in Q2 but at most one of them has an odd number of elements in Qr. 
Thus s and t satisfy (iv), (v). 

Suf$ciency. Suppose Q,, Q2 satisfy conditions (i), (ii) for two of the ground sets, 
and (iii) for the third one, say L = K. We claim that in that case (6.2)2 can be ob- 
tained by adding to (6.2), the equations of Ax=e indexed by K and subtracting the 
ones indexed by Qln(llJJ). Hence (6.2)r and (6.2)2 define the same facet. 

To prove the claim, for i= 1,2 let S(Qi)=S,(Qi)US2(Qi), where, denoting again 

s = (i,,. j,, k), 
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Then from (i), (ii) we have 

s,(Q,9=~,((229=S(Ql9nS(Q29. (6.99 

Adding the equations indexed by K to (6.29, produces the inequality 

c (x,: s~S\%Q,99+2 c 6~: =%Q,99~n++(lQ,l- 19. (6.10) 

The left-hand side of (6.10) can be written as .X1 +.X2 + 2Zs + 2&, where 

4 = c (x,: s~S\(%Q,9uS(Q299, 

z2= c (xs: sWQ29\S(Q,99, 

23 = c t-v SE SdQ199, 

& = c (x,: SE S2tQ199. 

Subtracting from (6.10) the rows indexed by Q, fl(IUJ) has the following 
effects: 

- it subtracts two units from the coefficient of each x, with sczS,(Q,); hence it 
makes the term 2& disappear; 

- it subtracts one unit from the coefficient of each x, with s~Sr(Qr) or SE 

S\C%QJUS(Qz99; h ence it replaces the term 2Z3 by Z3 and makes Et disappear. 
Thus the left-hand side of the resulting inequality is 

c2+z;= c (x,: s~S(Q29\StQ199+ c (x,: s~SdQ199 

= c 6,: s E S(Q299 

where the last equality follows from (6.9). 
On the right-hand side, if we define Qi := Qi fIL for L =I, J, K, we have 

~+t(lQ,l-19-lQ:l-lQ:I 

=~[(~-IQ:l9+(~-lQ:l>+IQ~l-11 

=t<lQ;l+ IQ.?1 + IQ;1 - 19=+(IQzl- 19, 

where we have used the equalities n - IQ; I = IQ; I for L = I, J (from (i), (ii)) and 
IQkI = IQ,$I (from (iii)). 

Thus the resulting inequality is (6.29,. El 

Next we describe another family of facet defining inequalities for PI, whose 
Chvatal rank is 2. 

Theorem 6.9. Let &CR, 

IQ1 =2p+ 1, 2rp5n- 1, 

lrlQ,I=p, L=I,AK, 
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and let H be a (2p + 1 )-hole whose set of links contains Q. Let j, E QJ, i* E Q, and 
k* E QK be consecutive links of H (i.e., such that i* is adjacent in H to both j, and 
k,), and define 

$,=((i,j*,k,): iEQ,\{&>}, 

~*={(i*,j,k):jEQJ\(j*), kEK\QKorkEQK\(k*),j~J\QJ). 

Then the inequality 

x(2x,: sESi,)+ C (Xs: sES(Q)\(Si,UT;.,))sP 

defines a facet of PI. 

(6.11) 

Proof. The inequality (6.11) can be obtained as follows. Let s* := (i*, j*, k*). Add 
up the 2p equations indexed by Q\ {i*) and the inequality 

c (x,: SE C(s*))r 1 

(i.e., the class-2 clique inequality associated with s*), divide through by 2 and round 
down the coefficients on bc :h sides of the resulting inequality to the nearest integer. 
Since this is a special case of Chvatal’s procedure [5], the resulting inequality is valid 
for PI (and has Chvatal rank 2). 

Now let QI= (il ,..., i,}, QJ={jl ,..., jS} and QK={kl ,..., k,}, and w.1.o.g. 
assume p 2 rz sz t 2 1. Let H be the (2p + I)-hole of GA defined in the proof of 
Theorem 5.5, and let s* = (i,-,+ I, jp_-I, kl). The inequality (6.11) does not define an 
improper face of PI, since it is easy to exhibit a vector XE PI that satisfies it with 
strict inequality. 

To show that (6.11) defines a facet of PI, we will exhibit dim P, (=n3 -3n+2) 
affinely independent points of PI that satisfy (6.11) with equality. Let 

s* :=S\($*U K*) 

PI*:=conv{xE {O,l)~s*~: AS*x=e}, 
and 

S(Q)* :=S(Q)\(s,,UT*). 
Then 

(i) dim P,?= dim PI- ISi* I- /7;:* I; 

(ii) the inequality 

c (x,: ~ES(Q)*)=P (6.12) 

defines a facet of PE 
To see (i), apply the proof of Theorem 3.3 to P,?Ynstead of PI; and to see (ii), 

apply the proof of Theorem 6.1 to (6.12j instead of (6.2), while making sure in both 
cases that the triplet used in the definition of Li, pjcqi, v, has no element in Q, and 
the triplets on which interchanges are performed do not belong to Si* or T+. 

Since (6.12) defines a facet of P;” there exists a set of d* :=dim P,*affinely in- 
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dependent points yitzPT, i= 1, . . . . d*, that satisfy (6.12) with equa!ity. Let xi= 
(yi,O), i=l,..., d* be the corresponding points of PI. Clearly, these points satisfy 
(6.11) with equality. Now for q= 1, . . . , ISi,_,+,/ define x~*+~ by 

Xd’+q_ s - 

I 

1 for s = IS* I+ q and for p - 2 pairwise orthogonal as, 
SEH, such that as.als*l+9=0, 

1 for s=(i,,ja,kol), a=p+2,p+3 ,..., n, 
0 otherwise. 

Finally, let q * := ISip_,+,l, and for each q= 1, . . . . I~~_,+,1 define x~*+~*+~ by 

i 

1 for s = IS* I + q* + q and for p pairwise orthogonal as, 

Xd*+q*+q_ SE H, such that as- ats*l+9*+9 = 0, - S 1 for s=(i,,j,,k,), a=p+2,p+3 ,..., n, 
0 otherwise. 

Now let q ** := I Tp_,+,I. Then the matrix X whose rows are the vectors xi, 
i=l ,...,d*+q*+q**, is of the form 

Y 0 
x= 

( > x, I ’ 

where Y has as its rows the vectors y’, i = 1 , . . . , d*, I is the identity matrix of order 

4*+4**, and (X1,1) has as its rows the vectors x~*+~, q= 1, . . ..q*+q**. Clearly, 
X is of full row rank, i.e., of rank 

d*+q*+q**=dimP~+ISi*I+17;:tl=dimPI. 0 

By symmetry, one can define Sj,, i’j*, and Sk,, Tk, analogously to Si* and T,,, 
and obtain facet inducing inequalities of the form (6.11) with Si* and q* replaced 
by Sj* and Tj, or by Sk* and Tk,. Finally, we have: 

Theorem 6.10. No odd hole inequality valid for P, can have a left-hand side coeffi- 
cient greater than 2. 

Proof. Let axcp be one of the inequalities valid for PI associated with the 
(2p + l)-hole H, and suppose as? 3 for some s E S. Then since as has only three l’s, 
AH has p - 2 pairwise orthogonal columns that are also orthogonal to as. Let these 
columns be a”, . . . , a’p-*. Then there exists XE P, such that x,= at, = ..- = xr,_* = 1. 
But then ax =p - 2 + 3 >p, a contradiction. 0 
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